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Abstract

Search and rescue missions are complex operations. A disaster scenario is generally 
unstructured, time‐varying and unpredictable. This poses several challenges for the suc‐
cessful deployment of unmanned technology. The variety of operational scenarios and 
tasks lead to the need for multiple robots of different types, domains and sizes. A priori 
planning of the optimal set of assets to be deployed and the definition of their mission 
objectives are generally not feasible as information only becomes available during mis‐
sion. The ICARUS project responds to this challenge by developing a heterogeneous 
team composed by different and complementary robots, dynamically cooperating as an 
interoperable team. This chapter describes our approach to multi‐robot interoperability, 
understood as the ability of multiple robots to operate together, in synergy, enabling 
multiple teams to share data, intelligence and resources, which is the ultimate objective 
of ICARUS project. It also includes the analysis of the relevant standardization initiatives 
in multi‐robot multi‐domain systems, our implementation of an interoperability frame‐
work and several examples of multi‐robot cooperation of the ICARUS robots in realistic 
search and rescue missions.
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1. Introduction

There are nowadays many different types of unmanned systems being used in different 
domains and, certainly, this number will increase significantly in the upcoming years. In 
general, large scale systems aiming at solving all problems with one single type of platform 
have proven to be expensive and not flexible enough. Heterogeneous teams, composed by 
unmanned air, ground, surface, and underwater systems (UxS), of different types and sizes, 
offer the possibility to exploit the best features of each kind and combine them to obtain 
compound capabilities, which have demonstrated to be more cost‐efficient and adaptable to 
new scenarios. Recent research efforts have focused on developing the autonomy of the team 
by increasing the interactions between these systems, making them aware of each other, exe‐
cuting tasks that require cooperation, and finally implementing flock or swarm coordinated 
behaviours.

The ICARUS project involves a team of assistive unmanned air, ground and sea vehicles for 
search and rescue operations. In order to effectively support the on‐site person responsible 
for the operations, these systems must be able to collaborate as a seamlessly integrated team, 
coordinated from the ICARUS Robot Command and Control station (RC2) in the field.

A heterogeneous fleet is the one composed by elements of different kinds such as the ICARUS 
team, including up to ten different vehicles (long‐endurance fixed‐wing, outdoors multi‐
rotor, indoors multi‐rotor, large UGV, small UGV, Teodor UGV, U‐ranger USV, ROAZ USV, 
MARES AUV and several rescue capsules). Each robot has been developed by a different 
provider or partner, using its own design, framework and middleware. Thus, a strong effort 
had to be devoted to their integration as a team and this is the work described in this Chapter. 
Although many standards have been proposed by the community, most of the field robotic 
systems have their own command and reporting protocols, and consequently require their 
own ground control stations. This profusion of protocols makes the cooperation between sys‐
tems difficult. The lack of unified standards poses an unnecessary burden on the operation 
and maintenance of multi‐vehicle systems. The work described in this chapter aims at con‐
tributing to the harmonization of the multiple standardization initiatives for the coordination 
of heterogeneous teams.

The ultimate objective of the ICARUS project is to achieve robot interoperability, which can 
be understood as the ability of robots to operate in synergy to the execution of assigned mis‐
sions. Interoperability enables diverse teams to work together, sharing data, intelligence and 
resources.

2. Approach to interoperability

Interoperability is the key that acts as the glue among the different units within the team, 
enabling efficient multi‐robot cooperation. Seamless and non‐ambiguous interaction between 
different robots of any provider and domain demands a common, well‐defined interface.
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ICARUS proposes the adaptation of all the vehicles to a single standard external interface as a 
method to ensure interoperability. Each robot development team is free to use their own tools 
inside their systems as long as the interaction with the rest of the team follows a set of defini‐
tions and rules referred to as the interoperability standard. This follows the façade pattern 
[1] very frequently used in software engineering. It essentially hides the complexities of the 
implementation and provides the outer components with a simpler interface. It is typically 
deployed as software library implementing a wrapper or adapter template. On one side, this 
library implements the interoperability standard interface and, on the other side, it provides 
a set of classes and functions (an API) for its integration with the specific middleware or soft‐
ware provided by each platform.

This approach may initially seem to reduce the level of integration among the agents if we com‐
pare it against natively sharing an internal protocol in all systems, but it promotes the maximum 
decoupling between the custom implementations, with its particularities, and the definition of 
the common interface. In the long term, this has shown to improve the seamless integration of 
the maximum number of systems and domains at a lower cost. The integration of new platforms 
into the team has literally been done in a matter of few hours during the project, provided that 
on‐board hardware resources and communications are made available by the robot provider.

Therefore, the ultimate goal of the work on the heterogeneous team is to consolidate a com‐
mon command, control and payload interface to be agreed and adopted by all robotics plat‐
forms and control ground stations (CGS) involved in an ICARUS operation. This approach 
provides a common framework for the development of collaborative unmanned assets, mini‐
mizing the integration time and costs by avoiding ad‐hoc implementations.

There are other advantages in using interoperability standards. The use of a widely accepted 
interface helps to easily integrate new technologies with minor modifications to the existing 
systems. This facilitates the insertion of new technology for their operational use in the field, 
as end‐users rely on proven technology and the preliminary validation will focus only on 
de‐risking the new developments. Another advantage of the use of standards is that it will 
facilitate the backwards and forwards compatibility between existing and future vehicles and 
CGS provided by different providers. This can benefit companies to maximize the revenue 
from a specific product.

Our strategy in terms of interoperability is to build upon existing body of work in the field, 
avoiding duplicating and re‐inventing proven technology. During the initial steps of the 
work, the most relevant multi‐domain interoperability protocols for unmanned systems were 
identified and evaluated against the ICARUS end‐user requirements and foreseen scenarios. 
During this phase, several collaborations with other European [2] and NATO [3] initiatives, 
together with the organization of workshops involving end‐users and stakeholders, were 
extremely relevant to gather good quality information on the state of the art in the field.

2.1. Ontology definition

One of the challenges in multi‐robot multi‐domain interface standardization is to be able to 
embrace all type of systems, independently of their domain, particularities (i.e. size, operational 
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modes, etc.) or constraints (i.e. computational resources, communication bandwidth, etc.). 
Therefore, in order to methodically evaluate the existing initiatives, an analysis of the ICARUS 
robot specific interfaces control (ICD) and functional specifications (FSD) was performed to 
generate what we referred to as the project interoperability needs. Any information that was 
domain‐ or platform‐ specific was removed from the analysis to ensure the level of abstraction 
required to ensure standardization. Likewise, the needs were further developed through an 
analysis of other potential vehicles that could be integrated into the system in the future.

This set of needs has been formalized as an ontology. An ontology is ‘an explicit, formal speci‐
fication of a shared conceptualization’ [4]. We use it to describe the set of concepts required 
to coordinate a multi‐robot search and rescue operation. This includes concepts, at different 
levels from robots to systems, capabilities and sensors, and their relationships and assump‐
tions. There have been previous and parallel efforts in this field. Namely, the IEEE Robotics 
and Automation Society (IEEE‐RAS) created a working group named Ontologies for Robotics 
and Automation that aims at the definition of a core ontology for robotics and automation [5]. 
The work performed in ICARUS has a strict focus on heterogeneous multi‐robot operations in 
search and rescue, and as such, it proposes an application‐specific ontology, addressing tasks 
and platforms involved in search and rescue missions.

This analysis resulted in a description of the set of multi‐domain concepts and relationships 
or messages commonly found in unmanned systems. Table 1 summarizes the key categories 
and provides some example of interactions between systems.

The complete ontology was used in a gap‐analysis for the evaluation of the existing standards 
as described in Section 3.

2.2. Interoperability levels

A key concept that enables interoperability among the largest number possible of unmanned 
systems is the levels of interoperability (LoI). This concept is introduced by STANAG 4586 

Category Description and examples

Transport Inter‐process communication such as send, receive, broadcast, etc.

Commands Generic accessories such as set, get, etc. for any standard concept

Management Heartbeat, system status, clock synchronization, alarms, etc.

Telemetry Pose and velocity reports in appropriate system coordinates, etc.

Telecontrol Teleoperation, waypoint and mission management, etc.

Perception Imagery, ranging, audio, etc.

Manipulation Joint and end‐effector control of robotics arms

Mapping Maps, digital elevation models, point clouds

S & Rintelligence Sectors, disaster alerts, humanitarian information

Table 1. Examples of the ICARUS ontology concepts organized by categories.
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[6] and has been adopted in ICARUS and adapted for the purpose of our project. LoI defines 
the different degrees of compliance with the standard interface. It proposes a mechanism to 
account for a large variety of approaches and levels at which different systems can be inte‐
grated, accounting therefore for more integration strategies and combinations.

STANAG 4586 defines LoI as ‘the platform, subsystem or sensor ability to be interoperable for 
basic types of functions related to unmanned systems’. These levels show different degrees of 
control that a user has over the vehicle, payload or both. However, these definitions have been 
adapted to our project as follows.

Therefore, the levels of interoperability in ICARUS are defined as shown in Table 2.

The levels of interoperability for each of the ICARUS systems are as shown in Table 3.

2.3. Adjustable automation

ICARUS is, by definition, a human‐centred designed system. One of the most critical end‐user 
requirements is to ensure that a member of the search and rescue team in the field always 
supervises the robot operations to ensure safety and effectiveness. ICARUS robotics asset can 
generally be remotely controlled. Most of these systems also provide on‐board autonomy 
modules that allow the operator to plan a mission to be autonomously executed by the sys‐
tem. This should presumably help reducing the workload of the operator. However, in a 
realistic scenario, unexpected events are highly likely to occur and the intervention from the 
operator, such as manually overriding the mission execution, is often required. This increases 
the cognitive workload of the operator leading to stress and potential mistakes, which are 
even more critical in the context of multi‐robot operations.

Adjustable automation (AA) is the ability of a robot to behave autonomously and dynamically 
change its level of independence, intelligence and controllability to adapt to different tasks 
and scenarios [7]. AA presents advantages when dealing with communication delays, human 
workload and safety [8]. Having systems that can dynamically reduce or increase the level of 
automation running on board provides a more flexible and reliable system.

In ICARUS, AA is achieved by supporting multiple levels of automation in the robots, e.g. 
fully autonomous, guided by the operator, and fully controlled by the operator. The C2I also 

Level of interoperability

LoI 1 Indirect receipt/transmission of telemetry, control and payload data: the UxV data are received from 
(or sent to) another source (another CGS, web‐server, etc.)

LoI 2 Direct receipt/transmission of UxV telemetry and payload data, but without control authority over it

LoI 3 Direct control and monitoring over the UxV without launch and recovery. A dedicated control 
station keeps control for the safety critical operations of the platform (i.e. take‐off and landing, 
deployment and recovery, etc) and hand it over to the CGS once ready for mission

LoI 4 Highest level of interoperability. The CGS has full control of the UxV

Table 2. ICARUS definition of the levels of interoperability.
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supports adjustable automation by automatically changing its display and control functions 
based on the relevance of the information, the current situation the robots encounter, and user 
preferences.

The level of automation of a robot is related to the degree of intervention of the human opera‐
tor and other robots in the decision process. However, the fact that a robot is autonomous 
does not imply that it has to make all its decisions by itself. Different levels of automation and 
classifications have been described in the literature [9]. Specifically, Lacroix et al. [10] defines 
five levels of automation according to the robot responsibilities towards a fleet of robots (tasks 
allocation, mission coordination, etc), which are mostly relevant for tightly coupled coordina‐
tion. In ICARUS, the levels of automation are understood in terms of tasks execution and are 
reduced to essentially three modes, as shown in Table 4.

An ICARUS platform can seamlessly carry out a given task at different automation levels, 
depending on the robot operator choice, the mission plan priorities, workload and constraints 
of the mission and platform. As mentioned before, the concept of adjustable autonomy implies 
the ability to adapt and dynamically change between these levels of autonomy depending on 
situational changes. Some examples of adjustable autonomy within the context of ICARUS 
are:

• A UAV may provide fully‐autonomous navigation in nominal conditions, but may fall back 
to semi‐autonomous navigation in the presence of victims detected on the sensor stream.

• The RC2 operator may have initially designed the mission to manually operate the outdoor 
multi‐rotor to inspect a building, but operation enters a highly complex area and he/she 
decides to enable semi‐autonomous mode to ensure all corners are correctly surveyed.

Level of automation per robot

LoI 1 LoI 2 LoI 3 LoI 4 Notes

Long‐endurance fixed‐wing X Take‐off and landing procedures for the 
UAVs are handled by the proprietary 
control stations. The system is handed 
over to the ICARUS C2I once in air

Outdoors multi‐rotor X

Indoors multi‐rotor X

Large UGV X

Small UGV X

U‐ranger USV X U‐ranger is a highly equipped and 
extremely fast USV. Integration is done 
through its proprietary CGS for safety 
purposes

ROAZ USV X ROAZ USV is primarily operated from 
a proprietary CGS. When ICARUS 
mission starts, control is handed over to 
the ICARUS C2I

Rescue capsule X

Table 3. LoI for each of the robots in ICARUS.
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Most ICARUS platforms provide all three operation modes. However, there are specific con‐
straints in some platforms due to their size or domain. Namely, the large UGV is usually 
remotely operated or waypoint guided. Such a large system should not be tasked with pre‐
defined missions. On the other hand, the U‐ranger is such a fast maritime system that the 
operator should rely on the on‐board autonomy, which is equipped with collision avoidance 
functionality. Obstacles at sea are difficult to see by the operator and therefore, this system is 
better commanded at full automation. Table 5 illustrates the automation levels available in 
each of the ICARUS platforms.

2.4. Multi‐robot cooperation

An effective heterogeneous team management requires the capability to do reasoning about 
the mission goals in order to provide a task‐to‐robot decomposition. This task allocation must 
take into account the current capabilities and constraints of each asset in the team. Different 
strategies for the cooperation are feasible and, therefore, different requirements may be 
placed on the interface in order to implement these strategies. A heterogeneous team usually 
contains a set of vehicles with diverse capabilities that can therefore play different roles in the 
mission. Concepts such as roles, responsibilities, modes of operations and tasks may be part 
of the standard interface that supports the fleet interoperability.

The platforms involved in ICARUS have been carefully selected to help each other. In other 
words, they play complementary roles. Several ICARUS platforms grouped together form a 
team. Each vehicle has been designed to provide a set of specific functionalities but they can 
address more complex missions by supporting each other.

Level of automation

Level 1 Teleoperation. No automation on‐board the robot. The robot is directly controlled by the operator

Level 2 Semi‐autonomous. Execution capabilities. The robot is able to manage partially ordered sequences of 
elementary tasks, and to return execution status of the tasks. An operator is supervising the mission 
from the RC2

Level 3 Fully‐autonomous. Deliberative capabilities. Complex task requests are managed (tasks planning and 
scheduling)

Table 4. ICARUS definition of the level of automation.

Level of automation per robot

Long‐
endurance 
fixed‐wing

Outhoor 
multi‐rotor

Indoor 
multi‐rotor

Large UGV Small UGV U‐Ranger 
USV

ROAZ USV Rescue 
Capsule

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Table 5. Level of automation for each of the robots in ICARUS.
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Different strategies for the coordination are feasible. In the case of ICARUS, a strong end‐
users need is that any planning decision must be authorized by the on‐site operations coordi‐
nator. Therefore, according to a traditional classification of multi‐robot systems based on the 
coordination strategy [11], ICARUS follows a supervised, weakly‐coordinated, centralized 
approach where the cooperation and interaction between robots is negotiated during mission 
planning. The planning, coordination, and therefore the ultimate responsibility fall on the 
ICARUS team operator and occur at the C2I. Therefore, this coordination approach relaxes 
to a certain extent the need to have multi‐robot related concepts in the interoperable inter‐
face. The C2I encapsulates this functionality and can interact with each asset individually. 
However, a standard for coordinated multi‐robot operations remains extremely relevant and 
was taken into account in the analysis described in the next section.

Some of key concepts to be unambiguously defined as the basis for efficient mission plan‐
ning are goal, role and task. A mission goal refers to the overall objective that the fleet must 
accomplish, for instance, the assessment of a disaster area. The mission planner is responsible 
for coordinating the fleet and allocating specific roles to each robot. A role defines the robot’s 
behaviour and its interactions with other members of the fleet or with humans. A task is the 
basic unit describing the actions requested from a robot. Typically, the role defines which 
tasks a robot should and should not execute. A robot is defined by the type of robot and its 
capabilities. For instance, the long‐endurance is a fixed‐wing aerial platform with surveil‐
lance, mapping, victim detection and communications relay capabilities. These characteristics 
define the set of tasks that it is able to perform, and therefore the roles it can take. A mission 
plan is therefore built upon the concepts of roles, tasks and responsibilities.

ICARUS planning flow mirrors the concept of operation of international search and rescue 
teams. Table 6 illustrates how goals to roles and task decomposition occur on the field.

One of the core services required from all the platforms is the dynamic discovery of features. It 
allows robots to advertise their capabilities over the network, enabling dynamic planning and 

System Responsibilities

C2I Sectorization + mission goals definition

SAR team allocation to sectors

Robot(s) allocation to teams

Teams monitoring and control

RC2 Operations scheduling

Roles allocation

Robot task planning

Robots monitoring and control

Robot Task plan execution

Progress and status report

Table 6. ICARUS goals to roles and tasks decomposition.
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supervision from the C2I based on the current state of the team. A robot may take  different 
roles during a mission depending on the responsibilities that the C2I allocates to it. The allo‐
cation of mission goals to predefined roles, the decomposition of these roles into tasks, and 
the configuration of these tasks for a specific robot model are the responsibility of the mission 
planner. Some predefined profiles are available to facilitate this task. Whereas roles influence 
the robots’ behaviour, tasks influence the actions that robots perform. They are defined as a 
set of actions. Each task could be decomposed into subtasks. This subdivision could continue 
iteratively until a primitive task is reached. Table 7 shows some examples of the roles defined 
in the ICARUS concept of operations.

3. Analysis of existing standardization initiatives

ISO defines a standard as a set of ‘requirements, specifications, guidelines or characteristics 
that can be used consistently to ensure that materials, products, processes and services are 
fit for their purpose’ [12]. In the context of interoperability, a standard shall unambigu‐
ously define data types, message and rules to implement the protocol. The analysis of the 
existing standardization initiatives shows that there exist several predominant initiatives 
for interoperability of unmanned systems [3]. However, harmonization among them is not 
yet a fact.

Roles Description Modes

Scout Provides a quick assessment of an 
unexplored area or route

Overview of an entire disaster zone (fixed‐wing UAS). 
Traversability/best route exploration (UAS)

Surveyor Scan in detail an area or building to 
support a thorough assessment and 
inspection (structural integrity, victims, 
hazards, etc.)

2D/3D geo‐referenced map of the entire disaster zone as 
basis for sectorization (fixed‐wing UAS). High‐resolution 
2D/3D geo‐referenced map of a sector (fixed‐wing UAS at 
higher altitude, rotor‐craft at lower altitude) or a structure 
(rotor‐craft). Building indoor inspections (small rotor‐craft 
and small ground vehicle)

Observer Steady target observation and 
assessment, including victims and 
structures

Steady hover over a target (rotor‐craft), including harsh 
weather conditions. Victim medical assessment outdoors 
(rotor‐craft and USV) and indoors (small rotor‐craft and 
ground vehicles)

Searcher Victims search Outdoors human detection on IR (UAS and USV), indoors 
(small rotor‐craft and UGV)

Rescuer Support to victim rescue Helps victim to escape from hazard areas (large ground 
vehicle) or support human rescuers

Deliverer Safety kit delivery. Robot delivery Delivery of a survival kit to a victim, aerial (rotor‐craft) or 
terrestrial (UGV)

Cruiser Travel to a destination All platforms when transiting to a new location where 
another role is enabled. The larger platforms may also act 
as a carrier of tools, debris and smaller robotics assets

Table 7. Examples of ICARUS roles.
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In the context of this analysis, we divided the different initiatives in two different groups:

• Fully operational standards and

• Partially operational resources.

The first group focuses on systems interoperability, providing a common communication 
framework between different agents. They provide all the basic functionality required for a 
multiplatform system. The second group includes initiatives that are, either very popular on 
specific fields, or are designed specifically for some particular tasks or domain. Most of them 
show some relevant contributions but they do not provide interoperability for all the possible 
types of platforms, systems and range of application.

The lack of a single standard of reference for interoperability of unmanned systems makes 
any choice difficult since it will have an impact one way or another on legacy platforms. 
However, some alternatives may fit better for a given set of requirements. Harmonizing the 
existing standards, by combining them into one, or by proposing a brand new standard, 
would obviously solve most of the problems, but it would have serious implications both in 
industry and other programs that have adopted them as their standard [13]. This is clearly 
beyond the possibilities of the ICARUS project on itself.

Along the studies, two candidates stood out from the rest, STANAG 4586 [14] and others 
related, and the Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems—JAUS [16]. They are both stable, 
widely used and complete. STANAG pays a strong attention to the intelligence, surveillance 
and reconnaissance (ISR) data, while JAUS is instead more devoted to command and control 
interfaces of the platforms, robot navigation and perception.

In this context, both were created to address specific requirements in different domains. 
STANAG related standards are predominantly military and, even though they have been 
promoted for civil applications, their requirements are heavily demanding in terms of compli‐
ance. STANAG 4586 is mostly focused on UAVs, even though some other types of unmanned 
systems have been developed to meet this standard. It is perhaps very relevant for the interop‐
erability of military assets across the different NATO members, but it is hard to be adopted by 
civil or research platforms without a strong investment. For instance, certifying a small multi‐
rotor UAV for the STANAG 7085 Interoperable Data Links for Imaging Systems is costly and 
probably a barrier for small platforms providers. Furthermore, the geographical constraints 
(NATO only), the focus on the bigger systems and the absence of open available implementa‐
tion make this option less convenient. Likewise, JAUS was originally designed for UGVs. It 
is fair to say that JAUS has done great efforts to extend the coverage to any type of platform, 
and it currently considers any unmanned system as a generic asset in order to become truly 
multi‐domain. Its root is also military, but it was soon transferred to the Society of Automotive 
Engineers (SAE International) where it is currently hosted.

According to our analysis, JAUS is fairly aligned with the needs of small unmanned plat‐
forms in terms of the interoperability described in Section 2. Also, JAUS has been suc‐
cessfully demonstrated in recent years for collaborative UAV‐USV cooperative missions 
[15]. A quite direct traceability between ICARUS needs and the JAUS service sets is  easily 
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derived. It is already compatible with popular transport protocols (TCP, UDP, serial) inde‐
pendent of the communication link beneath it, which makes it more flexible. And it is 
already multi‐environment (air, ground and maritime). There exist both commercial and 
open source implementations. Unfortunately, there is a fee to access the JAUS documenta‐
tion which may prevent some providers from using it. Nevertheless, the cost is deemed 
reasonable.

There are many other initiatives with strong support in different communities. According to 
the principles and needs for standardization defined above, these are considered software 
frameworks and middleware rather than full standards. For instance, the robotic operating 
systems (ROS) is used nowadays in many multi‐robot systems. However, open‐source ini‐
tiatives are open and flexible by definition which may not provide the expected reference 
specification for future developments. These initiatives definitely add a lot of value to the 
development of small‐unmanned systems, but they do not formally satisfy the interoperabil‐
ity requirements like the standards mentioned previously. They should remain at the plat‐
form level and the platforms should comply with an external interoperability standard. It is 
the scope of the interoperability work to harmonize this heterogeneity into a single standard‐
ized protocol.

4. Interoperability standard

The ICARUS standard interface for interoperability of heterogeneous fleets is based on the 
Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems (JAUS) [16]. JAUS is a service‐oriented architecture 
(SOA) that specifies a list of services commonly found in robotics. ICARUS interface describes 
the subset of standard messages that will be used in the ICARUS scenario and specifies all the 
details required to comply with the ICARUS interface.

4.1. Service sets

The interoperability interface is a service‐oriented architecture (SoA). The most common ser‐
vices for unmanned systems interoperability are already defined in JAUS as a set of advanced 
standards. They are grouped as ‘Service Sets’. The following ones will be used in ICARUS:

• Core Service Set (SAE AS5710 [17]): essential services such as transport, events, discovery, 
etc.

• Mobility Service Set (SAE AS6009 [18]): mobile platforms services.

• Environment Sensing Service Set (SAE AS6060 [19]): platform‐independent sensor capabilities.

• Manipulator Service Set (SAE AS6057 [20]): platform‐independent capabilities common 
across all serial manipulator types.

The concepts defined in the ICARUS data model can be matched against specific services in 
this architecture. Figure 1 shows the specific services used in a real ICARUS operation.
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However, as we progressed with all the integrations in the project, we discovered that some of 
the functionalities provided by some of the platforms were not supported by these standard 
services. We refer to this as the gap analysis. Table 8 shows some of these gaps.

Given this, a new set of non‐standard services has been defined to fill the gaps of the standard. 
This new non‐standard service set is shown in the following Figure 2.

Figure 1. Relevant JAUS services (source: ICARUS).

Gaps analysis

Outhoor quadrotors Indoor quadrotors Ground robots Large sea vehicles

Survival kit deployment

Rescue capsule deployment

Platform‐specific components 
enable/disable

Platform extended status

Manipulator tool selection

Voice transmission

Table 8. ICARUS interface gaps.
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For each service, a strictly defined message‐passing interface (vocabulary) and protocol 
(rules) for data exchange are available. There are generally three types of messages: query, 
report and command. Furthermore, the transport service (from the core service set) acts as 
an interface to the transport layer. Therefore, ICARUS interface is, in principle, independent 
from the physical transport layer. However, the current implementation for ICARUS is only 
available for the UDP protocol.

JAUS also defines a hierarchical and flexible topology built up of subsystems, nodes and 
components. For the implementation of JAUS within ICARUS, the following assumptions 
have been made:

• An ICARUS team is considered a system,

Figure 2. Additional non‐standard JAUS services (source: ICARUS).
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• Each platform is defined as a subsystem with a single node. Therefore, all components 
within the same platform will share the subsystem and node identifiers.

• As described later, a node may contain several components. But a component will imple‐
ment only one service, plus the core services, which are always present. This restriction 
allows the C2I to dynamically discover each of the services available on each robot.

Therefore, an ICARUS system is depicted in Figure 3.

5. An interoperable layer: the ICARUS library

All this functionality is provided to the ICARUS robotics partners as a software library 
referred to as the ICARUS interoperability layer. This module acts as a bridge between their 
internal and external development frameworks. This interoperability layer is also responsible 
for the integration of the ICARUS communication network and the command and control 
station on each individual platform.

A set of C++ classes has been designed to integrate the vehicles into the ICARUS network. The 
JAUS‐specific functionality has been encapsulated within them. To comply with the ICARUS 
interface, a system may directly integrate this library (native integration). However, most 
robotics systems nowadays are based on either proprietary or open‐source middleware (such 
as ROS). To accommodate these systems into an ICARUS compliant network, an alterna‐
tive is to implement an adapter to the robot‐specific middleware (translator). The diagram in 
Figure 4 illustrates both cases, native integration (Robot C) and through an adapter (Robot A 
using ROS, and Robot B using MOOS).

The following sections describe the software classes encapsulated within the library and 
depicted in the previous diagram.

5.1. JAUS robot

JAUS robot encapsulates all the functionality required on‐board the vehicle. It represents a 
subsystem in the JAUS topology (see Figure 3). In the ICARUS JAUS interface, a subsystem will 

Figure 3. ICARUS JAUS topology (source: ICARUS).
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contain only one node. This approach will allow us to provide a component name to each ser‐
vice. Therefore, all components within the same robot share the subsystem and node identifiers.

There are two types of services available on a JAUS robot in addition to the core services: sen‐
sors and drivers.

Sensors provide access to information generated on the robot (i.e. global pose, image, etc.). 
There are essentially two types of C++ functions required to integrate this functionality:

• Add sensor: a JAUS component is added to robot subsystem. For example, if the instance 
of JAUSRobot is myRobot, the following statement adds a GlobalPoseSensor service to our 
robot:

JAUSRobot myRobot;

myRobot.AddGlobalPoseSensor (‘OEMStar_GPS’, AT_1_HZ);

• Set data: updates the data associated to a service. For the example above, the following 
lines will update the current GlobalPose of myRobot:

JAUS::GlobalPose globalPose;

myRobot.globalPoseSensor‐>SetGlobalPose(newGlobalPose);

Drivers, on the other hand, provide access to actuation capabilities provided by each robot 
(i.e. go to waypoint). There is an equivalent function required to integrate this functionality:

• Add driver: a JAUS component is added to the robot subsystem. For example, if the in‐
stance of JAUSRobot is myRobot the following line is adding a AddGlobalWaypointDriver 
service to receive waypoints request in global coordinate frame:

Figure 4. Robot adaptation strategy (source: ICARUS).
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JAUSRobot myRobot;

myRobot.AddGlobalWaypointDriver(‘global_waypoints’, authority_code);

The authority code parameter of these services is used for pre‐emption and needs to be set 
lower to the one of the client accessing the driver. Otherwise, commands from the client are 
ignored.

Therefore, JAUSRobot creates a JAUS component for every new Sensor and Driver. This 
allows the JAUSFleetHandler class to discover and manage each of them independently.

The ICARUS JAUS interface is based on callbacks for message reception. One more function 
will register a local callback in order to receive any message coming from the JAUS network:

void localProcessMessage(const JAUS::Message* message){ }

myRobot.RegisterJAUSMessageCallback(localProcessMessage);

5.2. JAUS C2I

On the C2I side, two classes have been designed:

5.2.1. JAUS fleet handler

JAUS fleet handler encapsulates all the functionality related to the fleet management. It 
includes the functionality to discover subsystems and services on the JAUS network and 
retrieve their names and their current status. For example, if the instance of JAUSFleetHandler 
is myFleet, the following line allows discovering all subsystems on the JAUS network and 
retrieving their services names:

myFleet.DiscoverFleet();

On the other hand, the following line also allows checking for system updates:

myFleet.RefreshFleet();

In terms of JAUS, it represents a basic JAUS component implementing the discovery service 
to retrieve the subsystems available in the network and their services.

5.2.2. JAUS robot handler

JAUS robot handler is responsible for managing a single robot. After the discovery process, 
an instance of this class must be created and configured. This class will interface directly to 
the JAUS robot.

In terms of JAUS, it represents a basic JAUS component. For each sensor service available on 
the real robot, it creates an event of type every change. This is the JAUS mechanism to config‐
ure the sensor service on‐board the robot to send data for every new set. Periodic events will 
also be available in the future.
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On the other hand, for each driver service available on the real robot, it configures the access 
control service needed to send commands.

5.2.3. Management of the ICARUS communications

ICARUS tackles interoperability at different levels. This chapter focuses on the interoper‐
ability layer. This is a software‐defined protocol (SDP) that can run over any compatible com‐
munication layer underneath. However, ICARUS also addresses the interoperability at the 
communications level, which is further detailed in Chapter 6 of this book.

A tight cooperation between the interoperability and communications layer allows for a smart 
management of the network. The ICARUS communications are a cognitive self‐organizing 
multi‐node network. This layer exposes an interface to configure the required data flows, 
its priorities and other details. Given the current set and number of robots, sensors and the 
priorities for the mission assigned, the communications layer can assure a quality of service 
for each data stream.

This is traditionally preconfigured manually for each mission. In ICARUS, a tight integration 
between the interoperability and communication layers has enabled the dynamic self‐con‐
figuration of the team. A team management node runs within the C2I and exploits the discov‐
ery mechanism to retrieve all robots and their capabilities. This information is transferred to 
the communication layers that organized the data flows based on a‐priori defined priorities. 
For instance, telemetry and telecontrol streams are given the highest priority since they are 
safety critical. For each robot, a camera is given the medium priority and all other sensors are 
lower priority. This a‐priori priority allocation depends on the number of robots and their 
characteristics.

These configuration capabilities are also exposed to the C2I and therefore to the operator. The 
coordinator can at any time change the priority levels, enable new sensors, disable sensors 
that are not required, etc. The user is also informed with the current status of the network and 
he is therefore able to change the configuration if the network is overloaded.

Eight messages have been defined to exchange all the information needed between both inter‐
faces (COMMS and JAUS):

• Register message.

• Activation of a stream.

• Deactivation of a stream.

• Deactivation warning.

• Network status notification.

• Robot’s register notification. This is a notification sent from the COMMS interface to the 
JAUS interface. It is used to ask for the robot’s register message presented before. It is need‐
ed when, for instance, the COMMS interface starts running later than the JAUS interface.
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• Robot’s unregister notification (COMMS to JAUS). It is sent when the COMMS interface 
loses a robot.

• Robot’s unregister notification (JAUS to COMMS). It is sent when the JAUS interface loses 
a robot.

6. Individual platform adaptations

All ICARUS platforms have been adapted to the ICARUS interface. This automatically 
ensures the compatibility with the ICARUS C2I, enabling the multi‐robot coordination and 
combination of data as later described in this chapter.

6.1. ROS to ICARUS robot node

All aerial platforms within the ICARUS project share a similar approach when it comes to 
software and hardware design. The hardware setup comprises a low‐level board, responsible 
for the flight control of the vehicle (i.e. autopilot) and, optionally, a high‐level board (i.e. 
on‐board pc) responsible for the autonomous navigation and payload data. These autopilots 
communicate with the vehicle‐specific ground station through the MAVLink protocol [21]. 
The on‐board PCs, instead, run the robot operating system (ROS). A template has been devel‐
oped to integrate ROS‐based platforms. Therefore, all of them have been adapted using this 
template.

This template however should be configured to the specific characteristics of each platform, 
particularly in terms of sensors equipment. The proposed strategy is to implement a ROS‐
based wrapper to subscribe to ROS topics and interface the ICARUS protocol. This node is 
intended to run on‐board the robot and provides a wrapper of ICARUS interface. The node is 
implemented within the robot.cpp file.

All the required services described in Figure 1 are available for ROS‐based systems through 
this template launch file. These services can be easily enabled by configuring a template ROS 
launch file. The XML excerpt below shows an example for the specific case of a global pose 
service:

<?xml version=”1.0”?>

<launch>

 <node pkg=”ros2jaus_node” type=”robot” name=”robot” output=”screen”>

  <!--ROBOT CONFIG -->

  <param name=”subsystemName” type=”string” value=”ctae_robot”/>

  <param name=”subsystemID” type=”int” value=”99”/>
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  <param name=”nodeID” type=”int” value=”1”/>

  <!-- GLOBAL POSE -->

  <param name=”globalPoseEnable” type=”bool” value=”true”/>

  <param name=”globalPoseSensorName” type=”string” value=”global_pose”/>

  <param name=”globalPosepUpdateRate” type=”double” value=”25”/>

  <param name=”globalPoseTopicName” value=”/EURECAT_robot/global_pose”/>

 </node>

</launch>

Therefore, a ROS‐based robot just subscribes to a set of topics, with a predefined message 
type. An analysis of the existing ROS messages was performed to select the most appropriate 
interface definition. When an existing ROS message was deemed both valid and correct, this 
message was used. However, there were certain cases where the definition of the messages in 
ROS was either not existing, ambiguous or not valid. In these cases, a new message type was 
defined under the package icarus_msgs. The topic names and update rates can be configured 
from the ROS launch file:

• /global_pose (icarus_msgs/GlobalPoseWithCovarianceStamped)

• /local_pose (geometry_msgs/PoseWithCovarianceStamped)

• /velocity_state (geometry_msgs/TwistWithCovarianceStamped)

And publishes:

• /local_waypoint (icarus_msgs/LocalWaypointStamped)

• /global_waypoint (icarus_msgs/GlobalWaypointStamped)

6.2. Other robot adapters

The control systems of the ground platforms are implemented using FINROC, a middleware 
developed by the Robotics Research Lab at the University of Kaiserslautern. The rescue cap‐
sule runs OceanSys and exposes a data repository over which any software in the same net‐
work can subscribe and receive custom messages. ROAZ implements a similar system, but 
it is also ROS capable. The U‐ranger on‐board autonomy is developed in MOOS and imple‐
ments a behavioural control strategy.

A template example was provided to each of the partners, together with the use case for ROS 
and some documentation. Each partner was able to quickly adapt its existing frameworks to 
the standard interoperable interface and become complying with all ICARUS team technol‐
ogy, such as the communication infrastructure and the C2I. Tables 9 and 10 provide a sum‐
mary of the ICARUS services provided by each system.
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7. Field validations: examples of multi‐robot cooperation

The ICARUS approach to interoperability was initially verified with a set of in‐lab integra‐
tions and simulated tests. Once the robotics platforms were finalized and ready for field tests, 
a series of field operations involving different combinations of pairs of air, ground and sea 
vehicles were organized during the integration trials carried out between July and September, 
2014. The purpose was two‐fold: (i) verification of the completeness, correctness and feasibil‐
ity of the ICARUS interoperability interface; (ii) experimentation on the possibilities on multi‐
robot cooperative search and rescue missions. The results from one of these trials showed that 
the work on interoperability enabled large‐scale cooperative mapping with multiple aerial 
and ground robots in urban search and rescue [22].

The final field validation was carried out together with the final integration and demonstra‐
tion exercise of the ICARUS project described in Chapter 10. Three full‐team validations were 
performed during the final project demonstrations:

ICARUS custom services per robot

SERVICE AROT ASOLAR U‐RANGER ROAZII UCAP FIREFLY SUGV LUGV

First switch 
driver

Delivery 
Kit

Deploy
UCAP

Lights Lights

Second switch 
driver

Inflate‐
raft

Manipulator Manipulator

Third switch 
driver

Reset Reset

Fourth switch 
driver

Audio Engine

Fifth switch 
driver

Speech Tool‐Lock

First 3‐state 
switch driver

Gripper
control

Gripper
control

Second 3‐state 
switch driver

Tool
selector

Text sensor Text

Text driver Text Cmd

CO2 sensor CO2 sensor

Robot 
extended 
status

Battery
status

Battery
status

Battery
status

Battery
status

Battery
status

Video stream Video
stream

Target 
detection

Victims Victims Victims Victims Victims

Table 10. ICARUS custom services provided by each vehicle.
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• the maritime trials and demonstration in Alfeite, Lisbon (Portugal) in July 2015,

• the land trials and demonstration in Marche‐en‐Famenne (Belgium) in August 2015 and

• the participation in the euRathlon competition in September 2015 where the project re‐
ceived the Best Multi‐Robot Coordination Award by the IEEE Robotics and Automation 
Society (RAS).

At this stage, all platforms had been integrated into the ICARUS system. After start‐up, the cur‐
rent capabilities of the team could be dynamically discovered and the ICARUS C2I automati‐
cally configures itself, allowing an ICARUS team operator to plan a mission, assigning roles 
and tasks to each system. During the mission, all the information flows and the current net‐
work status are displayed. The operator can follow the progress of the mission, enable, disable 
or change the update rate of each of the ICARUS services. The operator can, at any time, request 
new missions, take manual control of the platforms that provide this service, resume previous 
missions, etc. All this functionality was exercised and demonstrated during the validations.

Together, these large‐scale operational exercises completed the validation of the ICARUS 
interoperability standard interface. Therefore, ICARUS as a project has demonstrated multi‐
domain multi‐robot heterogeneous interoperability in realistic search and rescue operations.

Some examples of the multi‐robot collaboration experimented during ICARUS are described 
in the subsections below to illustrate the possibilities of multi‐robot cooperation provided by 
an interoperable team.

7.1. Cooperative multi‐stage aerial surveillance

In this multi‐robot collaboration concept, the overall mission imposed by the human com‐
manding officer is to provide a general assessment of a predefined sector. This is a typical sce‐
nario to be performed when relief agencies arrive on a crisis site. Assets to be deployed for this 
task are the fixed‐wing UAV and the outdoor multi‐rotor, both with clearly distinctive roles:

• The fixed wing aircraft acts as a surveyor system which covers the entire area quickly, fly‐
ing at an altitude of around 100 m. Note that the altitude limitation is deliberative, as many 
countries impose a maximum flight altitude of 400 feet (133 m) for unmanned systems 
and it was our specific target to test the operational capabilities within realistic legislative 
bounds. Flying at this altitude, the aircraft quickly provides a general low‐resolution as‐
sessment of the sector, such that areas of interest can be selected.

• The multi‐rotor aircraft also acts as a surveyor system, but as it has a lower flight altitude 
of typically 40 m, it covers only a much smaller area. It is therefore used to provide a high‐
resolution assessment of an area of interest, as identified by the fixed‐wing assessment.

• The multi‐rotor aircraft also acts as observer system to provide high‐resolution multi‐view 
observation of points of interest (victims, buildings, etc.).

Operating multiple unmanned aerial systems in the same airspace is not easy from a safety 
perspective. In this case, vertical separation of the airspace was used for segregating the oper‐
ations with the fixed wing and multi‐rotor aircraft. The operators were also in constant con‐
tact with one another to synchronize the landing operations.
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Figure 5 shows the different aerial systems in the air at the same time, whereas Figure 6 
shows the outcomes: the lower‐resolution assessment by the fixed wing aircraft and the high‐
resolution assessment by the multi‐rotor aircraft. As all data is geo‐referenced, this informa‐
tion can be perfectly super‐imposed on one another.

Figure 5. Multiple ICARUS aircraft in the air at the same time (source: ICARUS).

Figure 6. Low‐resolution fixed wing assessment and high‐resolution multi‐rotor assessment (source: ICARUS).
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7.2. Aerial scouting for traversability analysis

A common problem for relief teams is that the route they have to take due to their designated 
destination cannot be reached using the ‘normal’ routes, as roads are blocked by debris or 
by floods. The mission resulting from this use case is to use a multi‐robot team to ensure the 
traversability of a route and provide an early identification of threats. The assets deployed 
for this mission are the fixed‐wing and outdoor multi‐rotor aircraft and the relief team on the 
ground, including ICARUS unmanned ground vehicles. The aircraft scans the area to detect 
blocked and cleared routes to the destination point and sends updated navigation informa‐
tion to the ground team, such that the ground team can travel to the destination as quickly as 
possible. Figure 7 shows the ICARUS multi‐rotor aircraft flying ahead of the ground team, 
searching for obstacles on the way to the destination.

7.3. Victim search

Victim search is a primary mission in any rescue operation. Following the typical mission pro‐
file, a search area is defined and a multi‐robot collaborative search is ordered by the human 
commanding officer in this predefined area. Multiple collaboration modalities are possible, 
depending on the search and rescue context:

• In outdoor search and rescue scenarios, the fixed‐wing and outdoor multi‐rotor aircraft are 
deployed. The fixed wing aircraft can quickly provide a scan of a large area, either clear‐
ing the area or indicating preliminary detections, which then need to be confirmed by the 
outdoor multi‐rotor aircraft. The latter then confirms the location and status of the detected 

Figure 7. ICARUS outdoor rotorcraft ensuring optimal routing of ground team (source: ICARUS).
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victims and can count the number of victims. This operation can take place in an urban 
search and rescue context, where victims are to be sought in rubble fields after an earth‐
quake (as shown in Figure 8), or in a maritime search and rescue context, where victims 
have to be found in the water (as shown in Figure 9).

• In indoor urban search and rescue scenarios, the indoor multi‐rotor aircraft and the small‐
unmanned ground vehicle are deployed to collaborative search for surviving victims in‐
side semi‐demolished buildings, as shown in Figure 10.

• In maritime search and rescue scenarios, the survival times in the water are often very short. 
Therefore, in an attempt to limit the time‐delay between the search phase and the rescue 
phase in the relief operation, the fixed‐wing and outdoor multi‐rotor aircraft are deployed, 
together with the ICARUS unmanned surface vehicles and the unmanned capsules. This 
enables the unmanned aircraft to immediately steer the maritime vehicles towards the vic‐
tims detected and localized by the aircraft. The unmanned surface vehicles also have sen‐
sors (infrared cameras) enabling victim detection on board, but as these are relatively small 
platforms, their field of view in rough sea conditions with high waves is limited. Collab‐
orative victim search between aerial and marine platforms is therefore not impossible, but 
the greatest benefit of a mutual deployment lies in the combination of the search and the 
rescue aspect, as illustrated by Figure 11, which shows a victim in the water being tracked 
and localized by the outdoor multi‐rotor aircraft, thereby guiding the unmanned surface 
vehicle to a position in the neighbourhood of the victim, such that an unmanned capsule 
can be deployed, which can inflate a life raft close to the victim in order to save the person.

Figure 8. Automated victim detection on a rubble field in an urban search and rescue operation (source: ICARUS).
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Figure 9. Victim in the water being localized by outdoor multi‐rotor aircraft.

Figure 11. Collaborative maritime victim search and rescue operation involving aerial and maritime platforms (source: 
ICARUS).

Figure 10. Collaborative indoor victim search (source: ICARUS).
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7.4. Carrier

During any search and rescue operation, many assets need to be deployed as quickly as pos‐
sible. This mission profile shows how collaborative robotic agents can help by acting as carrier 
platforms for small assets and equipment and also for other unmanned systems. As an example, 
the large unmanned ground vehicle acts as a carrier platform for the small‐unmanned ground 
vehicle and both the ROAZ II and the U‐ranger act as a carrier for the rescue capsules. They 
not only enable the cargo to be transported to the destination, without any extra burden to the 
human relief workers, but also act as deployment systems for the smaller unmanned systems.

As an example, Figure 12 shows how the large unmanned ground vehicle deploys the small‐
unmanned ground vehicle on the top of a building, whereas Figure 13 shows how the rescue 
capsules are deployed from an ICARUS unmanned surface vehicle.

Figure 13. ICARUS unmanned surface vehicle deploying the unmanned rescue capsule (source: ICARUS).

Figure 12. ICARUS large unmanned ground vehicle deploying the small unmanned ground vehicle on the top of a 
building (source: ICARUS).
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7.5. Communications relay

In the event of a large crisis, previously existing communication infrastructure is often bro‐
ken or at least severely damaged. However, communication is crucial for having coordinated 
response operations. Collaborative unmanned systems can act as communication relay tools 
to extend the communication range over large distances. Of course, the assets which are most 
useful for this are the aerial tools, as they can provide line‐of‐sight communication relay over 
large distances. In the ICARUS project, an ad‐hoc link‐hopping network was developed, as 
detailed in Chapter 7 of this book, which allows to extend any communication link while the 
ICARUS aerial platforms are in the air. This allows the fixed wing aircraft and the outdoor 
multi‐rotor aircraft to act as communication relays for the ground and marine rescue teams.

7.6. Air, sea, ground cooperation during euRathlon 2015

Only seldom, rescue operations have to be performed which span three domains (air, ground, 
marine). However, the Tohoku earthquake and subsequent Fukushima disaster showed that 
response protocols were ill prepared to approach such multi‐domain crises. Therefore, the 
euRathlon challenge focussed specifically on this problem. In brief, the mission imposed by 
the euRathlon challenge consists of detection of, after a Fukushima‐like incident, missing 
workers under water, outside on the ground and inside in a semi‐demolished reactor build‐
ing. Full information of the concept of operation is available online [23]. These search and 
rescue operations require the simultaneous and coordinated deployment of unmanned aerial, 
ground and underwater vehicles, gathering environmental data and performing real‐time 
identification of critical hazards in a nuclear accident.

The ICARUS team deployed for this purpose five robotic systems:

• The outdoor multi‐rotor was first deployed to search for the best route for the ground ro‐
bots to reach the open entrance to the building. Then, it mapped the area in the RGB, gray 
and thermal spectrum. Finally, it performed real‐time detection and localization of missing 
workers, leaks, etc.

• The Teodor UGV was used as carrier platform for the small UGV and for outdoor 3D 
mapping.

• The small UGV was used for indoor detection and localization of missing workers, leaks, etc.

• The ROAZ II vehicle was used as a carrier platform for the MARES unmanned underwater 
vehicle.

• The MARES unmanned underwater vehicle was used for underwater detection and local‐
ization of missing workers, leaks, etc.

Even though behaviours specific to euRathlon, such as opening valves were not originally 
considered in the ICARUS concept of operations, they were easily integrated as a proof of the 
flexibility of the followed approach towards interoperability. Thanks to the different levels of 
interoperability and automation, the specialized operator could take over at this point and 
tele‐operate the system to finish the mission.
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The following figures show the ICARUS team operating in the euRathlon scenario. Figure 14 
shows the ICARUS multi‐rotor during his flight around the building, while Figure 15 illus‐
trates the Teodor UGV carrying the small UGV during the euRathlon challenge.

Figure 15. Teodor and small UGV during the euRathlon challenge (source: ICARUS).

Figure 14. ICARUS rotorcraft during the euRathlon challenge (source: ICARUS).
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Figure 16 shows the outcome of combining 3D maps obtained from the outdoor multi‐rotor 
and ground platforms during the euRathlon challenge.

8. Conclusions

The work described in this chapter intended to integrate unmanned air, ground and sea 
vehicles developed by the different ICARUS partners into a heterogeneous fleet, collaborat‐
ing as a coordinated, seamlessly‐integrated team. A strong effort was devoted to appraise 
the existing body of work in standardization of multi‐robot systems. Given the particular 
requirements of ICARUS, emphasis was placed on initiatives considering multiple domains 
(air, ground and sea). Likewise, given the platforms used in ICARUS, standards and meth‐
ods applicable to smaller and lightweight platforms were prioritized. There have been sev‐
eral initiatives addressing both issues. However, harmonization of them is not yet a fact. 
There is still the need for a single multi‐domain standard for interoperability, easily adapt‐
able to both large and small systems. The contribution of the ICARUS project focused on 
the selection of the most appropriate existing initiative (JAUS), the evaluation of its appli‐
cation to multi‐robot Search and Rescue missions, the elaboration of recommendations for 
improvements, the adaptation of all ICARUS robots and the demonstration of the ICARUS 
interoperable and heterogeneous team in three large‐scale demonstration, exploring multi‐
robot cooperation and real‐time centralized supervision and planning of an heterogeneous 
team.
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